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Chapter-I   

Historical Background: A Reflection  

The „Refugee and Migration Problem‟ is not a new phenomenon on the pages of History. 

However, it is difficult to determine when and how the movement of the refugees and the 

process of migration started. It is believed that History witnessed its first „Refugee and 

Migration Problem‟ with the Exodus that took place in c1446 B.C. under the leadership of 

Mosses.1                                                                                                      

In case of Bengal, the „Refugee and Migration Problem‟ was largely the product of its 

Partition in 1947. However, it may reasonably be assumed that after the Pakistan 

Resolution of 1940, migration of the upper caste Hindus commenced from the eastern part 

of Bengal. The process got accelerated in 1946 when a horrible riot took place in Noakhali 

and other such areas in East Bengal. But with the Partition of British India and therewith 

also of Bengal in 1947 the influx of refugees into West Bengal began in large scale. 

However, before going into details let us have a short look at the key factors which played 

vital roles behind the Partition of India vis-à-vis Bengal in 1947. 

It may be said that the process of the Partition of Indian provinces started in 712 A.D. 

when Mohammad Ibn-al Qasim, popularly known as Mohammad Bin Kasim, Son-in- law 

of the Governor of Iraq, al-Hajjaj ibn Yusuf al-Thaqafi, defeated Dahir, the Brahmin King 

of Sind, in the battle of „Raor‟ and captured it. Though, the impact of the Arabs rule in 

Sind did not last long, unquestionably, it sowed the seed of Islam on Indian soil.2 Some of 

the local people embraced Islam on their own accord and some of the upper caste Hindu 

rulers might have accepted the same in order to retain their existing political status. Later 

on, the defeat of Prithwiraj Chauhan by Muhammad Ghori in the Second Battle of Terain 

in 1192 A.D. marked a turning point in the political history of India. Islam reached the 

heartland of India and paved the way for the conquest of almost the whole of India by the 

new order.  

Following this, in 1202, Ikhtiyar-ud-Din Muhammad Bin Bakhtiyar Khalji captured 

Nadia, the capital of the Sena King Lakshman Sen of Bengal and it sealed the fate of the 

Hindu sovereignty of Bengal though, in the later period, Raja Ganesh of Dinajpur 

established Hindu dominion over Bengal for a very short period i.e. 1415 A.D. – 1418 
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A.D. The establishment of the Muslim rule initiated the large scale conversions of the 

Hindus and others to Islam. 

At the initial stage of the British rule, the Muslim community of India could not accept the 

same heartily. In fact, the English captured India, in most of the cases, by defeating the 

Muslim rulers, sometimes through legal war, sometimes through diplomacy. Thus, it 

sealed the fate of the Muslim supremacy in India leading to the loss of the Muslims‟ 

dominant position in the society, economy and the polity. Because of their hostile attitude, 

the British Government followed a pro-Hindu Policy. In the face of the Muslim hostility, 

the British Government tried to find their safety in the appeasement policy towards the 

Hindu community. As Sir John Malcolm replied that, “The attachment of the Hindoo 

Population is the chief source of our security in India”.3 Lord Ellen borough in 1843 wrote 

to Duke of Wellington, “I cannot close my eyes to the belief that that race 

(Mohammedans) is fundamentally hostile to us and our true policy is to reconciliate the 

Hindus”.4 As a result, the Eighteenth and early Nineteenth century was highly favourable 

for the elite Hindus. But for the Muslim elites, it was an encroachment upon their well-

established position in all the spheres of life. The newly- established British Government 

introduced many changes: Diarchy in 1765, transfer of the capital from Murshidabad to 

Calcutta in 1768, introduction of Permanent Settlement in 1793,5 introduction of English 

as the Court language by replacing Persian.  All these gave a burning shock to the previous 

privileges and opportunities of the Muslim elites and compelled them to be defensive.6 To 

quote fittingly a scholar: “Breft of power and glory, without the means to retrieve their 

dignities, many Muslims turned introspectively to the solace of the spirit and sought 

refuge in religion”.7 After losing their previous privileges, the Muslim upper class had 

moved into the country sides where the benefits of the ameliorative measures were slow to 

break through.8  They followed a policy of exclusiveness and thereby built around them a 

class defence by clinging to the Arabic system of education or initiating purificatory 

movements among the lower strata of the Muslim society. It was obvious that all this was 

done on a religio-communal line. At the same time, the social nature of the Muslim elites,  

their boast in their blue-blood, their fascination for Urdu, Arabic or Persian etc., their 

reference to the golden age of Islam debarred them from either having an Indian identity 

or that of a Bengali; rather, Pan-Islamism became their prime motto. Accordingly, there 

was no rational leadership and whenever the Muslim peasants and weavers were 
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compelled to express their anti-colonial approach through various movements; it assumed 

Pan-Islamic character in course of time.9 

The Hindu elites too, tried to rouse a sense of Indianness among the Hindus by reminding 

them the glorious Ancient Hindu Civilization and representing Shivaji and Rana Pratap as 

their national heroes and symbols of independence. Thus, there appeared two distinct 

communal spirits under the leadership of the majority Hindu and the Muslim elites. The 

former was the proud admirer of the glorious Hindu Civilization while later fondly 

believed in the ideology of Pan-Islamism and „linked them geographically to a pristine 

religion of a Middle East culture.‟10But in practice, neither the Hindu elites nor the 

Muslim counterparts represented the real interest of their respective communities. And the 

more visible outcome which India achieved due to this was the appearance of 

communalism as a false consciousness and the British were highly enthusiastic to take 

advantage for weakening the newly -born Indian nationalism by employing communalism 

as their big weapon and followed the policy of „Divide and Rule‟. The liberal nationalist 

leaders were agitating for local self-government, administrative reforms, recruitment of 

more Indians in the administration and so on. The popularity and the numerical strength of 

the participants in the National Movement were increasing day by day and obviously it 

was quite alarming to the British Government. The Government was ready to favorably 

manoeuvre this disturbing trend through the policy of representation and separation. By 

following this policy the colonial rulers could pacify the agitationists and at the same time 

it could weaken the broad oppositional unity of the native people.  

The „elite nationalist leaders‟ were also responsible for the success of the British 

Government in following the policy of „Divide and Rule‟. They lacked positive attitude 

towards the subalterns, majority of whom were peasants and remained indifferent to the 

poor condition of the Muslims. Their class defence as a defence of religion influenced the 

Muslim masses of Bengal a lot. It shaped their reaction to the ruling class, the then 

political organization and the pertinent issues which ultimately gave birth to a sense of 

Pan-Islamism and to some extent Islamic separation first on the fertile soil of Bengal and 

then other parts of the British India. The Muslim elites, enthusiastic to retain their ves ted 

interest in all sphere of public life, were striving to lead their community in the name of 

defending their cultural tradition principally based on religion. They founded the 

Anjuman-i-Islami in 1855, the first political organization of the Muslims, to retain their 
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own interests in the name of the development of the Muslim masses. The Anjuman-i-

Islami placed a series of economic demands related to a small number of Muslim elites. At 

the same time, it accepted the political authority of the British Government with least 

hesitation. 

After the failure of the Great Revolt of 1857, the Muslim elites began to perceive many 

major things in a quite different way. A remarkable change was noticed in the gradual 

appearance of a middle class Muslim community. Now, some of the Muslim elites were 

found to be greatly interested in reforming their own society in the line of Western 

scientific modern education towards the last half of the 19th century. The legendary 

figures who started the Muslim modernist movement in Aligarh, through the 

Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College later on Aligarh College (1874), and Calcutta 

through Mohammedan Literary Society (1863) were Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and Nawab 

Abdul Latif respectively. Latif Ali‟s role in Bengal was somewhat akin to that o f Sir Syed 

Ahmed Khan‟s in north India. They came to understand that the Hindus had already 

strengthened their position by accepting the modern scientific education at the very 

beginning. At that time, the imperial policy of the British Government permitted avenues 

of achievement through the service sector and landed affairs only. And the Hindus had 

already made their position in both of these fields enabled. At the same time, the political 

welfares were expected to come through the demands of the British Indian Association 

(1851) and later on Indian Association (1876) which would mostly serve the interest of the 

Hindus. Moreover, by then, the Local Boards, Municipalities and Legislative Councils 

came into being on a franchise of wealth and education. This ultimately gave much voice 

to the majority Hindus while the Muslims were at a bay. All these convinced the Muslim 

elites to rethink their situation and thereby felt the necessity of pursuing a political as well 

as a separate rank path to fulfill their own ends.11 

As noted earlier, at the initial stage, the British Government adopted a Pro-Hindu Policy 

for reasons mentioned. The Hindus were quick to take the opportunity of the modern 

Western scientific education. Through the same, they came in contact with the rational 

approaches of the West which invoked a sense of nationalism in them. The Hindus were 

gradually becoming seditious and thus, the English felt them in need to search for new 

allies and only the Muslims could fill up that requirement. The Muslim co mmunity could 

be brought in confidence only through offering job opportunities and educational 
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support.12As a result, after 1870 the British Government changed their pro-Hindu 

approach and adopted a policy of the appeasement of the Muslims. The British 

Government took initiatives to nip the Indian Nationalism in bud through the policy of 

separation.  

Amir Ali, barrister and honorary magistrate and the ablest spokesman of the Muslims who 

agitated for a share of Muslims in Government services, felt that the Muslims „needed a 

different organization‟13 of their own. Accordingly, he formed the „National 

Mohammedan Association‟ (later on renamed as Central National Mohammedan 

Association) in 1877 with a view to promoting solidarity among the Muslims all over 

India. Though, some of the Hindus14 were also associated with the Association but it 

basically favoured to act along with an exclusive line. The Association, at the outset, 

demanded preferential treatment for the Muslims in case of educational and employment 

opportunities and very soon, it demanded the liquidation of competitive examination and 

introduction of separate representation on elective bodies.15 The last example of hesitation 

of the Association was perhaps its support to the First Session of Indian Nat ional Congress 

in 1885.16 Very soon, a vivid negation overshadowed the vacillation when in 1886, in the 

Second Session of the Congress, held in Calcutta; it withdrew its support from Indian 

National Congress in public in order to keep the Muslims aloof from the rising tide of 

„Unregulated Nationalism‟17 under the banner of Indian National Congress. Thus, there 

arose an unending battle between the supporters and opponents of the Indian National 

Congress and this disagreement gradually turned into communalism. 

Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, who is said to have dedicated his life for the spread of Modern 

Western Scientific Education among the Muslims, helped a lot in spreading communalism 

in the Indian subcontinent. Though, at the initial stage of his political career, he stood for 

solidarity and brotherhood among the Hindus and Muslims however, later on he changed 

his political outlook and indulged in separatist politics. His outburst at Lucknow in 

December 1887 surprised many.18 Principal Theodor Beck, a handsome young man having 

pink cheeks and blue eyes whose aim was to „establish an enduring Anglo-Muslim 

alliance and to stiffen Muslim feelings against the „incendiary‟ Congress‟,19 of 

Mohamedan Anglo-Oriental College, said to have influenced Syed Ahmed so greatly that 

he began to attack the Hindus and the Congress. Consequently, he regarded the movement 

of the Indian National Congress as a „Civil war without arms‟. He termed the Congress as 
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a Hindu body and thus, as he argued, Congress could never represent the aspirations of the 

minority Muslims.20 He was of the opinion that if India was to be given an elective system 

on the basis of worth or education or principles which were being demanded by the 

Congress; the council would consist of the „Babus’ of Bengal. He argued that the enlarged 

councils would be dominated by „Babu-so-and so Mitter, Babu-so-and-so Ghosh and 

Babu-so-and-so Chuckerburtty‟.21 He strongly opposed the Congress‟ demand of 

simultaneous holding of the competitive examinations for the Civil Service both in 

England and India. The policy of Sir Syed Ahmed was based on the fear of permanent 

domination of the Hindus over the Muslims, educationally, politically and economically. 

For countering the Congress Sir Syed Ahmed founded the United Indian Patriotic 

Association in 1888.22  And in 1893, he established the Mohamedan Anglo-Oriental 

Defence Association with a view to preventing the Muslims from joining the Congress. 

The main objectives23 of the Defense Association were: (a) to make familiar both the 

British people and the British Government with the ideas of Muslim India and to 

safeguard the political right of the Indian Muslims, (b) To take initiatives to strengthen the 

British rule in India and to prevent the spread of political agitations among the Muslims 

and (c) To assist with the British Government in order to maintain peace and to foster a 

spirit of loyalty among the Muslims to the British Government. In fine, Sir Syed Ahmed 

strived his best to keep the Muslims loyal to the British Government at the cost of 

opposing the Indian National Congress and the Indian Nationalism. He appealed to the 

Indian Muslims to be loyal to the British Government, which was according to him, the 

best way for the betterment of the deplorable condition of the Muslim community. He was 

overwhelmingly influenced by Beck,24 the Principal of Aligarh Anglo-Oriental College 

whose main objective was to consolidate the stability of the British rule in the Indian soil 

at any cost. In 1898 Sir Syed Ahmed breathed his last and in the following year Beck also 

passed away. With the death of Beck, Sir Arthur Strachey, an eminent member of Indian 

Civil Service while paying tribute, said, „An Englishman who was engaged in the 

consolidation of the empire has disappeared from the scene.‟25  

Syed Ahmed did not achieve a full- fledged success to keep the Muslims aloof from the 

platform of Indian National Congress. And it was evident that at the Second Session of the 

Congress there were 33 Muslims out of the 431 delegates and in1889 the number 

increased further as there were 258 Muslims out of the 1,889 delegations. The Muslim 

delegates also agreed to work shoulder to shoulder with their Hindu counterparts for the 
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sake of their countrymen. Thus, it was not the Congress-Muslim who approached the 

British rulers but those who were opposed to the Indian National Congress.26 The Central 

Mohammedan Association was the key Muslim Organization which represented the 

Muslim case to the viceroy repeatedly. In this way, the Muslims of India had sharply been 

divided into two groups: (a) Those who were influenced by the religious education and 

favoured to keep themselves aloof from the Hindus and opposed the Hindu movements (b) 

Those who believed in the oneness of Hindus and Muslims and backed the Indian National 

Congress.27 

As time rolled on, the gulf between the Hindus and Muslims got widened in an 

unregulated way. And obviously the British Government and its allies did their best to 

disunite the Hindus and Muslims. In order to fulfill the design, the British Government 

proposed to divide Bengal on the issue of administrative convenience under the auspices 

of Lord Curzon whose prime motive was to create a Muslim East Bengal and Hindu West 

Bengal, thereby striking at the root of the Hindu-Muslim unity and growing Indian or 

better to say Bengali Nationalism. Though, his design could not be materialized at last but 

he was successful in widening the gap further between the Hindus and Muslims. Sir Henry 

Cotton, a retired civilian of Bengal, observed that „the leaders of both sections of the 

community in Eastern Bengal are, for the most part, united in condemning partition, but 

that the ignorant and unruly masses of the Mohammedans have been roused to acts  of 

violence by fanatic emissaries‟.28 The Partition of Bengal was thus followed by the 

communal riot which worsened the Hindu-Muslim relation a lot. It was evident from the 

fact that at the Congress Session of 1905 there were only 17 Muslims out of a tota l 756 

delegates. 

 In such circumstances, the British Government of India fixed its mind to pay more 

concessions to India in the constitutional field about the year 1906. Just then, a dominant 

section of the Muslims put forward a demand for separate electorates for themselves. On 

10th  October 1906 under the leadership of Sir Agha Khan that demand was placed before 

Lord Minto, who was by then in Shimla, through a Muslim deputation. But the man who 

remained behind the curtain and made the arrangements for all these was Archibald, the 

Principal of the Aligarh College. Lord Minto readily accepted the demand of separate 

electorates for the Muslims and took up the matter with Lord Morley, the Liberal 
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Secretary of State for India. In spite of some initial hesitation, Lord Morley ultimately 

accepted the opinion of Lord Minto.29 

After the great success at Simla, Nawab Salimullah Khan of Dacca formally proposed for 

the establishment of a political organization for the Muslims and he named it „Muslim All 

India Confederacy‟. He invited the Muslim leaders of the different parts of the country to 

Dacca on December 30, 1906. There, under the President-ship of Nawab Waqar-ul-Mulk, 

the first all India organization of the Muslims came into existence under the final name of 

„All India Muslim League‟. With the establishment of this organization the History of 

India started moving in a different way and the leaders who took the initiatives to found 

the All India Muslim League (AIML) were suspicious of the mainstream, secular, but 

Hindu dominated Indian National Congress. Since then, they started placing various 

demands, not going against the interest of the British Government before the same which 

suited their political ends. The AIML was basically a reactionary body and was controlled 

by those Muslim aristocrats who were the lackeys of the British Government. It had never 

formulated any constructive programme of its own and the sole way through which it 

could gather strength was by condemning the Indian National Congress. „The session of 

the Congress must be followed by a session of the League. If the Congress issues a 

statement, the League must also follow suit. If the Congress passes a Resolution of 17,000 

words, the Muslim League‟s Resolution must exceed it by at least a thousand words.‟30 

Practically, there appeared a stiff competition between the Congress and Muslim League 

identical by Gandhi and Mr. Jinnah. The AIML had pleaded for and achieved separate 

votes, separate electorates and statutory safeguards. And its latest step was the demand for 

a separate state for the Indian Muslims. The League leadership systematically exploited 

religion and thus avoided problems of the common man.31  

It is unanimously believed that the concept of curving out of a separate Muslim state for 

the Indian Muslims was the brain child of the Urdu Poet cum- Philosopher Allama Iqbal, 

who in his Presidential Address to the 1930 Convention of the Muslim League at Lahore 

said „…I would like to see the Punjab, the North West Frontier Province, Sind and 

Baluchistan amalgamated into a single state. Self-government within the British Empire or 

without the British Empire, the formation of a consolidated North -West Indian Muslim 

State appears to me to be the final destiny of the Muslims at least of the North-Western 

India”.32 But it should be remembered that Iqbal did not support the demand for a 
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sovereign and independent Muslim state. He is said to have told to Edward Thompson that 

the Pakistan Plan would be ruinous to the British Government, Hindu community and to 

the Muslim community. However, this idea left a deep impression on the educated Muslim 

youths. Within a short time, some of the Muslim students in London drafted a plan to 

partition India into a Muslim India and a Hindu India and they passed it on to the Muslim 

delegates at the Round Table Conference. However, the leading Muslim representatives 

brushed aside the idea labeling it as „students‟ proposal‟ and did not pay heed to it while 

discussing the electoral system. In January 1933, the students, prominent among them 

being Chaudhuri Rahamat Ali, Mohammad Alam Khan, Mohammad Sadiq and Inayatulla 

Khan again circulated a four page leaflet entitled „Now or Never‟ from Cambridge during 

the time of Third Round Table Conference and proposed that the Muslim provinces should 

have a separate federation of their own.33 They coined a name for that province as Pakistan 

(Land of pure) taking “P” from the Punjab, “A” from Afghan (North – West Frontier 

Province) “K” from Kashmir, “S” from Sind and “Tan” from Baluchistan and this word 

“Pakistan” became „the cause of much insinuation, intimidation and vilification of 

Muslims Since then.‟34 This time too Rahamat Ali did not meet with any encouragement 

and thus in August 1933, Sir Zafrullah Khan described Rahmat Ali‟s Scheme as 

impracticable. Till 1937 there was no idea of approving the Pakistan issue in the mind of 

Muslim League. He through his map also gave a proposal for the establishment of 

„Osmanistan‟ by Hyderabad and „Bang-i-Islam‟ by Bengal and its hinterland of Assam.35  

 

 

                                    „The front page of Now or Never pamphlet‟36 

Very soon the „Two-Nation Theory‟ had highly influenced some of the important 

members of Sind. In October 1938, these League leaders, at the annual session of the 

Provincial League, presided over by Mohammad Ali Jinnah, had a Resolution passed 

proposing the bifurcation of India. The Resolution uttered that „this Sind Muslim League 

Conference considers it absolutely essential in the interests of abiding peace of the vast 

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Image:Now_or_never.jpg
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Image:Now_or_never.jpg
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Indian continent and in the interests of unhampered cultural development, the economic 

and social betterment and political self- determination of the two nations, known as 

Hindus and Muslims, that India may be divided into two federations, viz. the federation of 

Muslim states and the federation of non-Muslim states.‟37 At the AIML Conference held 

in Lahore in 1940 Jinnah made his stand clear and became a strong propagator of Pakistan. 

He in his presidential address spoke: „It is extremely difficult to appreciate why our Hindu 

friends fail to understand the real nature of Islam and Hinduism ... The Hindus and the 

Muslims belong to two different religious philosophies, social customs, literature…….. To 

yoke together two such nations under a single state, one as a numerical minority and the 

other as a majority, must lead to growing discontent and final destruction of any fabric that 

may be so built up for the government of such a state.‟38 At the Lahore Session, the 

Pakistan Resolution was passed by the AIML on 23rd March 1940. Lahore Resolution was 

the first official proclamation of Pakistan or Partition by the Muslim League pressing for a 

separate Muslim state.39 The League‟s „Pakistan Resolution‟ at Lahore in March 1940 

goes thus: 

…it is the considered view of this session of the All-India Muslim League that no constitutional 

plan would be workable in this country or acceptable to the Muslims unless it is designed on the 

following basic principles, viz., that geographically contiguous units are demarcated into regions 

which should be so constituted with such territorial readjustments as may be necessary that the 

areas in which the Muslims are numerically in a majority, as in the north-western and eastern 

zones of India, should be grouped to constitute „independent States‟ in which the constituent units 

shall be autonomous and sovereign….
40  

Pakistan became the one and only motto of the ideological arch of the Muslim League 

after 1940.  The League however, did not make it clear as to what exactly the demand was. 

„…The wording was vague and capable of more than one interpretation, but the general 

purport was clear. The Muslim League demanded that the Muslim majority provinces 

should have full autonomy‟.41 Though the idea of Pakistan faced severe opposition from 

many quarters,42 yet the League remained determined in its aim nothing less than Pakistan. 

Jinnah got a strong support from the Anglo - Indian bureaucracy who encouraged him 

greatly to uphold  the demand for Pakistan. While writing on this Resolution, Edward Benthall 

insisted that „it would be dangerous to brush Pakistan lightly aside because there is no doubt that 

the scheme has fired the imagination of millions of Moslems throughout India‟.43 In the same 

way, while responding to Bengal Governor Casey, Wavell wrote that  
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„I do not believe that Pakistan will work. It creates new minority problems quite as bad as 

those we have now and the Pakistan state or states would be economically unsound…but 

for the mass of Muslims, it is a real possibility and has very strong sentimental appeal. 

[Hence] we cannot openly denounce Pakistan until we have something to offer in its 

place‟.44 B. R. Ambedkar, while addressing to the Session of the All India Scheduled 

Castes Federation held in Bombay on May 6, 1945 and suggesting for the solution of the 

communal problem argued, „whenever a community grows powerful and demands certain 

political advantages, concessions are made to it to win its goodwill. There is no judicial 

examinations of its claims; no judgment on merits. The result is that there are no limits to 

demands and there are no limits to concessions.‟45 

The elections of 1946 radically altered India‟s political landscape as in that election the 

League attained an unambiguous verdict in favour of it in the Muslim majority provinces. 

In this election the slogan of League „Islam in danger‟ stirred the minds of the Muslims.46 

The result was that the League „polled about 4.5 million or 75 percent of the Muslim votes 

in 1945-6 and won 460 out of 533 Muslim seats in the central and provincial elections‟.47 

It appeared as a stronger party in its negotiation with the British Government in the last 

phase of the „transfer of power‟. However, after the publication of the Cabinet Mission 

Scheme, M.A. Jinnah noticed that Pakistan was a far cry for the League. Though, Mr. 

Jinnah and the League accepted the Cabinet Mission Plan (6th June 1946) but he was not 

very happy about it. Mr. Jinnah in his speech to the League Council made a clear 

statement, „he recommended acceptance only because nothing better could be obtained.‟48 

Thus, the ultimate strategy what the League utilized to achieve its target i.e. Pakistan, 

came to be known as „Direct Action‟. The League fixed the 16th August 1946 as the Direct 

Action Day as a means to achieve Pakistan. In order to facilitate the work of the AIML, 

the League Ministry of Bengal pronounced 16th August 1946 as a public Holiday.49 A 

widespread genocide took place in Calcutta and Sylhet on that day. Within a little span of 

time Noakhali, Tippera, Bihar and some other parts of the country followed the footsteps 

of the great Calcutta killing. Gandhiji50 himself visited the riot stricken areas of East 

Bengal to restore communal harmony there. However, it was commented that the Bengal 

Government did not provide such-much all-round cooperation to Gandhiji that was 

required in course of his important campaign.51 In Noakhali, where the Hindus amounted 

only 18%, riot took a devastating shape. About three hundred distinguished persons were 

killed discriminately, sixty thousands huts were looted, broken or burnt and women were 
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also raped in some specific regions.52 Even the minorities were subjected to forceful 

conversion there.53 When law and order came to standstill and anarchy prevailed in every 

nook and corner of the country, the attempts of the heavy weight leaders of the Congress 

even some of the British representations met with drastic failure. It became quite clear to 

them that they had no other alternative way than accepting Partition of India. 

Shurawardi,54 who was charged to have played a crucial role in the riot of Calcutta, wrote, 

„Jinnah‟s Direct Action strategy, bathed in the blood of the Muslims in Calcutta, own him 

a great political victory and made Pakistan inevitable‟.55 Parchival Spear argued that 

Partition became inevitable as the tension „could no longer be restrained within peaceful 

bounds, and to the bloody August riot in Calcutta (where Hindus were the sufferers) was 

added the communal outbreak in Bihar (where Muslims were the victims)‟.56 Thus, on 20th 

February 1947, British Premier Clement Attlee announced that the British would leave 

India by June 1948.57 However, Lord Mountbatten‟s Plan of June 3rd, 1947 proposed to 

advance the date of transfer of power from June 1948 to 15 th August 1947.58 Lord 

Mountbatten‟s Plan further provided for the establishment of the two separate dominions – 

Union of India and Dominion of Pakistan.  

The roles played by the Hindu leaders and the Indian National Congress behind the 

creation of the Pakistan cannot be overlooked. Many Hindu leaders who contributed a lot 

to the freedom struggle of India directly or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously 

encouraged the League leaders to place the demand for the bifurcation of the country on 

the basis of religion before the British Government. At the initial stage, a set of Bengali 

Hindu elites, like their Muslim counterparts, constructed their nationalist thought across 

the Hindu line. These Hindu elites nurtured Hindu sentiments whenever they could avail 

themselves of this opportunity to uphold their propaganda. The Hindu Mela was organized 

with such a motive. These conservative Hindu elites expressed their views in the 

vernacular newspapers such as Amrita Bazar Patrika, Bangavasi etc. and very often 

criticized the leadership of the Indian National Congress and the Indian Association. At 

the time of the anti-Partition Movement in 1905 the method of agitation became futile and 

the extremist leaders criticized the moderates openly. Arabinda Ghosh, Bipin Chandra 

Paul and others gave a call to revive institutional Hindu symbols to stimulate Bengal and 

Bengalis which would lead them to action. The terrorist samitis utilized the message in no 

time and used Hindu cultural ethos for the attainment of the political goal. They compared 

their country with goddess Kali and followed some principles which were anti-Islam. 
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Though, Swadeshi Movement was genuinely based on the creative cultural movement, yet 

it manifested a temperament of exclusiveness among the rural folk of Bengal as the „Indo-

Moslem culture was not appreciated on the political platform of the Hindus‟.59 

Along with Bengal, some other parts of India also thought in the same line. The Arya 

Samaj and Dayananda Saraswati started a widespread agitation for the revival of 

Hinduism. It gave the slogan „Back to the Vedas‟.60 The „Shuddhi Movement‟ sent an 

alarming message to the conservative Muslims and they became fearful about the fate of 

Islam in India. Tilok‟s Ganapati and Shivaji festivals also drew a clear-cut dividing line 

between the Hindus and Muslims. Bipin Chandra Pal announced „in honoring Shivaji we 

were honoring the Hindu ideal‟.61 Thus, the Bengali Muslim sentiment found it difficult to 

work on a common platform and felt impelled to follow leaders like Nawab Salimullah. 

They thought that their path was not same with that of their Hindu counterparts and that 

they must go all-out for separate safeguards for their community.62 In 1915 Hindu 

Mahasabha63 was established with the sole objective of preserving the interests of the 

Hindus. When the political bargaining between the Muslim League and the National 

Congress was at its zenith Lala Lajpat Rai concluded,  „My suggestion is that the Punjab 

should be partitioned into two provinces, the Western Punjab with a large Muslim 

majority to be Muslim governed province and the Eastern Punjab with a large Hindu -Sikh 

majority to be non-Muslim governed province‟.64  He again summarized „Under my 

scheme the Muslim will have four Muslim states: 1) the Pathan Province or the North-

Western Frontier; 2) Western Punjab; 3) Sind; and 4) Eastern Bengal.”65 

 The aggressive policy of the Hindu Mahasabha time and again rather helped the League a 

lot to bring the Muslims under its banner. At the same time, the Hindu Mahasabha 

affirmed Muslim League‟s idea that the Hindus and Muslims could never emerge as a 

single united nation. In 1937 while presiding over the annual session of the Hindu 

Mahasabha, V.D. Savarkar, a famous revolutionary leader concluded: „Several infantile 

politicians commit the serious mistake in supposing that India is already welded into a 

harmonious nation, or that it could be welded thus, for the mare wish to do so………. 

India cannot be assumed today to be a unitarian and homogeneous nation, but on the 

contrary, there are two nations in the main, the Hindus and the Muslims.‟66  So, like the 

Muslim leaders, some of the contemporary Hindu leaders also vaguely admitted the „Two-

Nation Theory‟ of the Muslim League.  
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Some of the leaders of the Indian National Congress also provided the League and Mr. 

Jinnah a firm ground to raise the demand for a separate Muslim state. „They passionately 

desired to preserve the unity of India. They consistently acted so as to make its partition 

certain.‟67 The Indian National Congress was mainly composed of the influential Hindus. 

At the same time, the Congress could not keep itself aloof from the Hindu Mahasabha, 

which was purely a Hindu organization. Many Congress leaders were active supporters of 

this organization. Lajpat Rai presided over the special session of Congress which was held 

at Calcutta in September 1922. He also presided over a Hindu Mahasabha meeting held at 

Calcutta in 1925. The Congress denied forming coalition Ministries (1937) with the 

Muslim League thus alienating68 the League and it raised a baseless objection of the so 

called atrocities of the Congress Ministries on the Muslim masses. The mass contact 

movement of the Congress under the leadership of Jawaharlal Nehru created fear in the 

minds of the League leaders that they might lose their control over the Muslim masses. 

The Congress attempt, according to Jinnah, „under the guise of establishing mass contact 

with the Musalmans, is calculated to divide and weaken and break the Musalmans, and is 

an effort to detach them from their accredited leaders‟.69  Thus, they used every possible 

measure to bring the Muslim masses under the banner of the League.70  Maulana Abul 

Kalam Azad, who was the President of the Indian National Congress from 1939 to 1946 

wrote, “Large sections of the Indian Muslims were doubtful about Mr. Jinnah and his 

policy but when they found that Gandhiji was continually running after him and entreating 

him, many of them developed a new respect for Jinnah…It was Gandhiji who first gave 

currency to the title Qaid- i-Azam or great leader as applied to Mr. Jinnah.”71 Above all, 

the British Government and its policy of „Divide and Rule‟ played a contributing role for 

the bifurcation of the country. The British had „fanned Hindu-Muslim hatred all along‟72 

and provocated the Muslim leaders to raise their communal demand that ultimately 

climaxed into Pakistan. 

So, all these incidents, after the end of the Second World War created a complex and 

discouraging atmosphere which compelled the nationalist leaders to think in favor of 

Partition. Gandhiji opposed the division as a moral breakdown, but expressed he would 

not act as a hindrance in the activities of the Congress Working Committee.73 The actual 

division between the India and Pakistan dominions was accomplished in accordance with 

the 3rd June Plan or Mountbatten Plan. Two Boundary Commissions- one for Bengal and 

another for Punjab, were formed to draw the dividing line between India and Pakistan 
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under the Chairmanship of Sir Cyril Radcliffe, Vice-Chairman of the General Council of 

the English Bar. The Bengal Boundary Commission was also assigned the task to 

demarcate the Sylhet-Assam border. The Commission was instructed “to demarcate the 

boundaries of the two parts [of the province] on the basis of ascertaining contiguous 

majority areas of Muslims and non-Muslims while taking into account other factors”.74 

The border between India and Pakistan which was drawn by him came to be known as 

Radcliffe Line. Indian Union was created out of the majority Hindu regions of the British 

colony and Pakistan was formed out with the majority Muslim regions. Pakistan came into 

existence with two non-congous territories, East Pakistan (Present-day Bangladesh) and 

West Pakistan, India separated them geographically. These two Pakistans were different 

from each other in all aspects except religion.75 The British Government was to withdraw 

from Indian States on 15th August 1947.  

As a consequence of India‟s Partition, Punjab and Bengal, the two most important centers 

of India‟s freedom struggle also got divided. These two States were decided to be 

partitioned in accordance with the theory of Majority and Minority i.e. on the basis of the 

number of the Hindu and Muslim populace. Though an attempt was made for the creation 

of „United Bengal‟ yet it could not hold water at the end.76 „The United Bengal proposal 

found few takers and most seemed persuaded by Shyama Prasad Mukherjee‟s argument 

that if a sovereign Bengal decided, on the basis of its religious composition, to join 

Pakistan, the minority community would be left at that stage with no options.‟77  Thus, 

being backed up by the provincial branches of the Congress and the Hindu Mahasabha a 

large number of Hindus of Bengal campaigned intensively in 1947 for the vivisection of 

Bengal and to create a separate province for the Hindus that would remain within Indian 

union.78On 13th May, 1947, while responding to a letter of K. C. Neogi, Sardar Patel 

wrote, „…The only way to save the Hindus of Bengal is to insist on Partition of Bengal 

and to listen to nothing else…‟79 

On 14th August 1947 Pakistan came into being and M.A. Jinnah became the first Governor 

General of Pakistan and in this way Pakistan became a reality in History. Next day on 15 th 

August 1947 India got her long cherished independence and Jawaharlal Nehru became the 

first Prime Minister and Dr. Rajendra Prasad became the first President of free India.  
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             The two halves of Pakistan80  

But the Partition of India could not solve the wide spread bloodshed and offences in the 

both side of the borders. Rather, it gave birth to a new problem which came to be known 

as „Refugee and Migration Problems‟. Initially, the movement of the refugees and 

migrants was a two-way traffic; the Hindus and Sikhs and other minorities were coming 

from West and East Pakistan and the Muslims were leaving for West and East Pakistan. 

Though, the number of evacuees from West Bengal to East Pakistan was few and far 

between however, a particular section of the Muslims left for East Pakistan that was 

further heightened in 1950 due to the fresh communal disturbance in East Pakistan and 

thereby in West Bengal. However, the Government of India was able to bring the situation 

under control and protect the minorities in the country as at the end 45 million Muslims 

chose to stay in India.81 Though, the issue of the Hindus and Sikhs of West Pakistan more 

or less got solved within few years of Partition but the issue of the minorities of East 

Pakistan was left to face the trial of History. The journey of the minorities of East Pakistan 

later on of Bangladesh that once started following the vivisection of golden Bengal into 

two halves in 1947 still continues.82                                                                                  

                                                                         II 

The independence of India brought an overwhelming excitement to the millions of Indians 

who nourished an acute desire in the inner domain of their mind to behold their 

motherland free from the British bondage. The dedications and sacrifices of generations of 

patriots and the blood of the countless martyrs had ultimately borne the long cherished 

fruit. On the night of 14th August, 1947 in a memorable address to the Constituent 

Assembly, Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of the free India, said: 

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Image:PAK1971.JPG
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„Long years ago we made a tryst with destiny, and now the time comes when we shall 

redeem our pledge…At the stroke of the midnight hour, when the world sleeps, India will 

awake to life and freedom. A moment comes, which comes but rarely in history, when we 

step out from the old to the new, when an age ends, and when the soul of a nation, long 

suppressed, finds utterance…We end today a period of ill fortune and India discovers 

herself again.‟83  

This excitement and enthusiasm was however, suppressed by the exceptionally barbaric 

massacre of innocent people in the most sensitive areas of the both side of the border. 

Unspeakable and un-imaginary atrocities were meted out to the minorities in both India 

and Pakistan. Within few months about 50,000 people were killed and thousands of 

millions of rupees of property was looted and destroyed.84 And Punjab was the most 

affected province than any other province in this country.85 The heinous genocide and 

barbaric violence claimed millions of innocent lives and made thousands of ravaged souls 

dumb who lost everything because of these upheavals. „Trains packed with Muslim 

refugees, all of them murdered during the journey, arrived in West Pakistan with messages 

scribbled on the sides of the carriages reading, “A Gift from India”. In turn the Muslims 

sent back train- loads of butchered Sikhs and Hindus with the message, “A Gift from 

Pakistan”.  Foot convoys, some of them 800,000 strong and seventy miles long, moved 

between the dominions.‟86 From Lahore to Amritsar, the forty five miles roadside turned 

to be a long and open graveyard. Capt. R. E. Atkins remembered, „Every yard of the way, 

there was a body, some butchered some dead of cholera. The vultures had become so 

bloated by their feasts they could no longer fly, and the wild dogs so demanding in their 

taste they ate only the livers of the corpses littering the road‟.87  It is really a tough task to 

ascertain the exact number of causalities; the most conservative account however, fixed 

the death toll roughly 180,000. Penderel Moon concluded that 200,000 would be fair 

estimate of the total casualties.88 After conducting a thorough scrutiny G.D. Khosla, an 

Indian High Court Judge, had opined that roughly 200,000 – 250,000 non-Muslims were 

persecuted out an equal number of Muslims also lost their lives.89 And Sir Chandulal 

Trivedi, India‟s first Governor of the Punjab and the official most attached to the events in 

the province, estimated the total casualties at 225,000.90 With regards to the impairment of 

property, Government of India has estimated the Hindus and Sikhs who abandoned the 

Pakistani Punjab, lost an amount of Rs 500 crore, similarly the Indian Muslims who left 

East Punjab lost an estimated amount of Rs 100 crore.91 
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In the wake of wide spread violence and genocide, on 17th August 1947, the Prime 

Ministers of India and Pakistan met at Ambala and agreed to an exchange of population.92 

And accordingly, in Punjab, the Government of India aimed at evacuating the minorities 

with the help of the Military Evacuation Organization, made up of military personnel. 

Indian Government treated the crisis in Punjab as a national emergency and within just 

two months it had escorted 1.7 million Punjabi evacuees in to its Indian refugee camps. 

Between August and November 1947 as many as 673 refugee trains carried the refugees 

within India and across the border. Alongside, by the end of August, Planes also began to 

be deployed and an average of six to seven planes flew every day between India and 

Pakistan for carrying the refugees. People also used steamer to seek refuge in safe place. 

And the poor people who could not or did not get access to train or road transport crossed 

the border on foot in massive human columns that was known as „kafilas‟. In all, as it was 

believed, a million people, coming from West to East, crossed the border on foot.93 Thus, 

immediately after the Partition a huge population exchange took place between India and 

Pakistan. After effecting an exchange of population the Central Government in Western 

Zone proceeded immediately for solving the problem of the West Pakistan refugees with 

such thoroughness that took only two years to resettle and integrate them into the body 

politic of India.94 As a result of the partition of the Punjab, an estimated number of four 

and half million Sikhs and Hindus came out from West Punjab in order to take shelter in 

India and an estimated five and a half million Muslims moved towards opposite sides. In 

those days Punjab had witnessed a massive massacre, wide spread rape of women, looting, 

rioting and so many worst incidents. But the best consolation for Punjab was that it was 

once for all. As a retaliation of the initial months of mayhem, Punjab had achieved such a 

stability that for following sixty years there has been no Hindu-Muslim conflicts or Sikh-

Muslim strife in both sides of Punjab. In 1941, Indian part of Punjab had 33.09% of 

Muslims and in 1951 it came down to 1.8%. And as per the census of 1981 the number of 

Muslims further came down to 1.00 % to the total population of the State.95 

III 

The Partition of Bengal in 1947 was the cruelest Partition ever in the History of the world 

where the bedroom of a household had been in the geographical boundary of West Bengal 

and the kitchen was on the other side. With the Partition of British India in 1947, Bengal 

got divided into the parts the Indian State of West Bengal and the Pakistani province of 
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East Bengal on the basis of religion. East Bengal was renamed as East Pakistan in 1956 

which subsequently emerged out to be a sovereign State through the liberation war of 

1971 and again named as Bangladesh. Dhaka became the capital of independent 

Bangladesh while Calcutta snatched the honour to be the capital of West Bengal.  

The Radcliffe Commission drew up a boundary line across undivided Bengal having a 

total area of 78.389 square miles for the creation of East Pakistan and West Bengal. The 

newly created State of West Bengal comprised 21 million populations of whom 

approximately 5.3 million were Muslims and enjoyed the status of a minority group. On 

the contrary, East Pakistan contained 39 million populations; of that over 13.5 million 

were Hindus and Buddhists and they owned nearly 80 percent of national wealth, and 

organized and financed 95 percent of educational institutions there.96 The Radcliffe Award 

gave East Pakistan an area of 54, 501 sq. miles while West Bengal was given 28,000 sq. 

miles. 

 The Hindus in East Bengal formed a heterogeneous community and simultaneously they 

were distributed unevenly. The southern part of East Bengal formed the habitat of most of 

the East Bengali Hindus and this region included Khulna, Jessore, north Barisal, south 

Faridpur and Dacca. Historically this part of East Bengal had been the stronghold of the 

Hindu Chieftains. The high caste Hindus whether Brahmins or Kayasthas lived mainly 

around Dacca, Bikrampur, and Barisal. These high caste Hindus were invariably men of 

letters and employed in white-collar professions. Many of them were highly educated in 

both English and vernaculars respectively. Rangpur and Dinajpur belonged to the northern 

part of East Bengal where a sizeable number of Hindus also lived but a low caste of the 

tillers of soil, were the most numerous group among them. But the babus made a 

ubiquitous presence in the northern towns; whereas a huge number of the Hindus of East 

Bengal estimated to be over 4 million belonged to the social groups having much lower 

status who were regarded as depressed or „scheduled castes‟. The Namasudras, Pods and 

Jalia Kaibartas and some others formed these social groups and earned their modest 

livelihood mainly as farmers, labourers and fishermen. The nomadic tribal people also 

remained scattered in various part of East Bengal such as Santhals in Dinajpur and 

Rangpur and Chakmas in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, Tippera and Mymensing and many 

of them were recorded as Hindus in the Census of 1941.  
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„August 1947 was a moment of great excitement in East Bengal: 190 years of British 

colonial rule came to an end as independent Pakistan was born…It was also a fraught 

moment because East Bengal gained independence as part of a new homeland for South-

Asian Muslims…Muslims all over East Bengal welcomed the birth of the new nation with 

the azan (call to prayer).‟97 However, immediately after the Partition of Bengal there was 

no large scale exodus of people from East Pakistan. Perhaps it was because of the fact, on 

11th August 1947 M. A. Jinnah said in the Constituent Assembly that „in a future Pakistan, 

everyone would be treated equally irrespective of their religion and non-Muslims would 

be free to practice their respective religions in Pakistan.‟98 Probably, the minorities of East 

Pakistan tried to draw their mental strength to stay there from that declaration. Thus, in 

1947 only 344,000 Hindu refugees took shelter in West Bengal and these people too did 

not migrate because of communal riots. The majority of the Hindus and other minorit ies of 

East Pakistan expected that they would be able to live in the land of their fore fathers i.e. 

East Bengal without any hindrance. Very soon, their long cherished hopes proved to be 

wrong when they, to a great extent, witnessed intolerance, persecutio n, looting, arson, 

murder, mass rape, kidnapping, forced marriage and so on. Sarat Chandra Bose who was a 

strong propagator of the „United Bengal‟ made an appeal to the people of both the Bengals 

to maintain peace and communal harmony. He appealed, „Brothe r Bengalis of East and 

West Bengal, I appeal to you in the name of all that is sacred, in the name of Bengal‟s 

past, in the name of the comradeship that was and will remain, in the name of humanity, to 

abjure the cult of violence, to restore sobriety and sanity and re-establish communal peace 

and harmony. Do not look Delhi way or Karachi way, for light will not come from there. 

Be guided by the light that is within you.‟99 However, his appeal fell on deaf ears and 

communal violence started in East Pakistan thereby in West Bengal too. Thus, by March, 

1948 the number of migrants swelled to million.  

The Government of India did not follow the same policy that it followed in case of the 

refugees from West Pakistan. The Central Government was of the opinion that the 

situation in East Pakistan was imperturbable and the Hindus crossing the border because 

of baseless fear and rumor. Being convinced to such conviction the Government of India 

tried its best to arrest the mass exodus from East Pakistan by signing the inter-Dominion 

Agreement in 1948 and Nehru-Liaquat Pact in 1950 with Pakistan. Shyama Prasad 

Mukherjee, the then Minister of Industries and Supply in Nehru‟s Government and K.C. 

Neogi strongly blamed the Nehru-Liaquat Pact and resigned from their respective posts on 
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that issue. Jogendranath Mandal, the Minister of Law and Labour of Liaquat Ali Khan‟s 

Cabinet, within little bit of time, could foresee the gloomy future of the minorities in East 

Pakistan. He was the leader of the Scheduled Castes in Bengal and was a strong supporter 

of Scheduled Caste-Muslim unity in the both sides of Bengal. When Pakistan became a 

reality Jogendra Nath Mandal got a Portfolio there. In 1950, a strong riot engulfed East 

Pakistan and Jogendra Nath Mandal, within first three years, was compelled to leave East 

Pakistan in order to take shelter in West Bengal and sent his resignation on 8 th October 

1950 from there. But all the attempts of the Central Government met with drastic failure 

and the arrival of the refugees from that part of land continued and took worst shape.  

The bulk of the East Bengali Hindu refugees took shelter in the newly formed State of 

West Bengal but a considerable number of them settled in the Barak Valley of Assam and 

the Princely State of Tripura which ultimately in 1949 joined the Indian Union. Nearly 0.5 

million of the displaced refugees settled in the other parts of India. The process of influx of 

the refugees and migrants from East Pakistan into West Bengal since the Partition of India 

in 1947 to the year 2000 may be discussed under two phases: (a) from 1947 – 1971 and (b) 

from 1971- 2000.  

In the first phase, the minorities of East Pakistan mainly entered India in large number and 

their prime destination, in most of the cases, had been West Bengal. And in the second 

phase, besides the minorities of East Pakistan, a considerable number of Muslim 

population, mostly poor, had crossed the international boundary and encroached into 

India. Alongside, a considerable number of economic migrants crossed over to West  

Bengal from the neighboring countries of Nepal, Bhutan Tibet etc. that also needs proper 

scrutiny in a separate section.   

It seems that the minorities of East Pakistan took decision to leave for India due to several 

factors. A brief analysis of the key factors that led the minorities of East Pakistan to leave 

behind their hearths and homes and seek refuge into Indian Provinces especially into West 

Bengal, Tripura and Assam till 1971may be made in the following way: 

Firstly: Immediately after the Partition, the educated-well-off and politically conscious 

Hindus left East Pakistan because they could foresee their gloomy future there. It was 

those Hindus who could not accept Pakistan by heart as earlier they would enjoy a 

dominant position in the society. They had land, wealth and honour. But Partition had 
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changed the scenario over night. „Now they were hugely visible, isolated and vulnerable as 

members of a small and reviled minority group.‟100 Thus, the social cohesiveness among 

the Hindus broke down. The remaining Hindus who were living in isolated pockets felt 

insecure. Thus, one statement suggests: „After the partition of the sub-continent a large 

number of Hindu families left, weakening their unity. When one of the brothers moves to 

India, naturally the other brother becomes psychologically weak and also starts thinking of 

living the country. In this way, a silent migration of the minority community continues.‟101 

And the following table102 gives an idea about the continuous decay in the number of the 

minority community in East Pakistan (Bangladesh): 

       Census Years % of non-Muslims  

1941 29.2 

1951 23.1 

1961 19.6 

1974 14.6    (First Census after the birth of Bangladesh) 

1981 13.4 

1991 12.6 

2001 10.2 

 

Secondly: riot or physical assault played a vital role behind the migration of the minorities 

from East Bengal. All of a sudden, the Hindus in East Bengal became the subjects of a 

newly formed independent State of Pakistan. They became fearful as they had fresh 

memories of the recent slaughter of the thousands of Hindus in Noakhali, Tippera, and 

even in Calcutta. Keeping the instances of communal rioting and killing in mind both the 

Muslims in West Bengal and the Hindus in East Pakistan could foresee the uncertainty of 

their future, as they became minorities in these two States respectively. Accordingly, they 

had two options before them: (a) Staying on unprotected and discriminated under their 
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new masters and; (b) Leaving everything behind and accepting an insecure future as 

refugees in another country.103  

Even after the Noakhali riot in 1946 and the Partition of Bengal, East Pakistan witnessed 

many riots in different times - in 1950 communal riot broke out in Khulna and Barisal and 

in 1964 riot engulfed the various part of East Pakistan over the Hazratbal incident. During 

all the time the minorities were reported to be subjected to inhuman torture. „Large 

numbers of Hindus, perhaps two million in all fled to West Bengal in the turbulent wake 

of the Noakhali and Tippera riots in 1946 and the Khulna riots in 1950. Another million 

left East Pakistan when violence between the communities erupted in 1964 after the theft 

of holy Muslim relics from the Hazratbal shrine in Kashmir.‟104  

Thirdly: psychological harassment led the minorities to leave their hearths and homes and 

seek refuge in West Bengal. Though immediately after the Partition there was no large 

scale riot in East Pakistan however, the minorities were harassed in their day to day life. 

They were subjected to deliberate and sustained mental torture. The womenfolk of the 

minority community were harassed to a considerable extent. „Many Hindu families had 

actually sent their daughters to „safe‟ places in West Bengal long before they finally 

decided to migrate.‟105 The womenfolk found it difficult to come out of their homes to 

have baths in the nearby ponds. Hiranmay Bandyapadhyay, after having an interview with 

some refugee gentlemen who had come with the first wave of migration immediately after 

independence, noted that when a Hindu woman had got down to the pond for taking bath, 

the Muslims, immediately assembled on the one side of the pond and started singing: ‘Pak 

Pak Pakistan’. Those who assembled on the other side of the pond replied: ‘Hindu’s 

hubby Musalman’. The frightened Hindu girl stood stock-still in the water that added to 

the fun of the crowd. A middle-aged Muslim then came down the stairs of the bathing ghat  

and told the girl: 

- oh bibi it is getting late. Why are you tarrying?  Get back your home now. Hearing this, 

the girl became more benumbed due to fear. This was followed by loud guffaws. The 

middle aged ruffian then addressing a young companion of the crowd told, perhaps your 

aunt‟s joints have become stiff. She is finding it difficult to come out. Get her out of the 

water catching her hand.106 
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Thus, independence brought a total change in the attitude of the Muslims towards the 

Hindus. The Muslim peasants who once hardly dared to talk to their Hindu masters on 

face now they were ready to harass even their (earlier) masters! „My grandfather was a 

resident of Jalpaiguri. Due to Partition that portion of Jalpaiguri fell in the share of East 

Pakistan. Before Partition the Muslim peasants maintained cordial relationship with my 

grandfather. Even one of them used to call my grandfather as ‘Abba’ or father. After the 

publication of Partition Plan, one day that fellow came to my grandpa who was by then 

taking his meal and thinking about his shifting to West Bengal, and asked, then elder 

brother! When are you leaving for Hindustan? Partition had turned father to an elder 

brother!‟107 „The overbearing attitude of the submerged Muslims, the deliberate insults 

heaped upon the Hindus and above all the assault on the honour of their women folk were 

no doubt compelling factors.‟108 Even the Hindus were economically boycotted by the 

majority community. 

Fourthly:  panic and rumor played vital roles behind the disappearance of the minorities 

from East Pakistan. All the Government posts were being filled up by the no n-Bengali 

Muslims. As a consequence, the minorities became panic stricken and thought about 

leaving their „desh’.109 They felt insecurity with regard to their ‘dhon’ (wealth), „maan‟ 

(honour) and „pran‟ (life).110 Furthermore, the fresh memory of Noakhali riot was still 

haunting them. The regions which were out of the influence of communal disturbances 

even the minorities of those places had deep panic and anxiety. As Paritosh Chandra Guha 

noted, „ Kalitala grame dine gujab. Rate atanka. Ekhane okhane rioter gujab shune 

atanker madhey din kate. Kothao hoi choi shabda shunlei mone hoy riot legechhe. Ranna 

ghare unun jwale na. khaowa daowar katha monei thakena karo. 

--- O kisher shabda? 

---‘Allah ho Akbar’ koilona? 

----na thahuma, goal. Nayeb barir samner mathe khelaitachhe Tukura. 

(In the Kalitala village there is rumour during the day time. Panic reigns over night. Day 

passes hearing the rumour of riot here and there. If any hue and cry is heard it seems that 

riot has been started. Oven does not burn in the kitchen. Nobody minds about dining. 

What sound is this? Is not shouting „Alla ho Akbar‟? No, grandma, goal. Tuku and his 

friends are playing in the field in front of the house of Nayeb.)111 
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Rumour also increased the mental anxiety and panic of the Minorities of East Pakistan. As 

Guha noted ‘…bujhli Buri, ghate chhan korbar jaya shuina ailam. Ora kowa bula 

kortachhe, kuthay kuthay Hindu katchhe. Kuthay Hindu maiyare dhaira niya gichhe 

Musalmanera. 

…tumare ke koilo thahuma? 

…ke abar kobe. Oi to kahar barir bou koilo – Basantapure riot lagchhe. Khankhanapure 

dui ak diner moddhye lagbene. Taile ki ora Kalitala chhaira debene?…’112 („Understood 

Buri, I went to take bath to ghat there having heard I returned. They were telling about the 

places, where the Hindus have been slaughtered. Where, the Muslims have taken away the 

Hindu girls…Who told you grandma…Who else will tell. That wife of uncle‟s house told- 

riot has been started at Basantapur. It will surely be started at Khankhanpur within one or 

two days. Then will they spare Kalitala?...‟)   

There were also rumors which hinted that under „Muslim rule‟ the very existence of the 

Hindu community would be at stake in East Pakistan and the Hindu religious practices 

would be prohibited there.113 And rumors could have root in people‟s beliefs because, 

„they were grounded in reality. People did not care to verify them because similar 

incidents, they knew, had taken place elsewhere.‟114 

Fifthly: some of the minorities left because they were told or they thought that Pakistan 

had been created for the Muslims and Hindustan for the Hindus. As after Partition young 

Harun told to his young Hindu friend, ‘Aya to ar togo dash na; tora to ahon ainya dasher 

lok’115 (this country is not yours anymore; now you are people of other country‟). In the 

same way, in another statement the Hindus themselves were thinking that Pakistan was no 

more for the Hindus- ‘Khankhanapur Pakistan hobene ta agei jantam…ahon daho ke 

kuthay jaba. A dash to ahon Musalmanagare…Hindugar jonye to Hindustan hoichhe.’116 

(„I knew beforehand that Khankhanpur will be within Pakistan. Now see who will go 

where. Now this country is of the Musalmans. For the Hindus Hindustan has been 

created.) Furthermore, some Hindus went a few steps ahead and considered East Bengal as 

unholy place to them. They were expecting to find solace in West Bengal that they 

considered as the land of the Hindus.  

Sixthly: as a result of the Partition, East Pakistan witnessed many changes in the 

traditional set up of the administrative machinery as well as many walks of the everyday 
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life. For instance, Bengali was replaced by the Urdu, instead of Sunday, Friday was 

declared as the National Holiday and celebration of Saraswati Puja that was the part and 

parcel of the academic life of the Bengali Hindus were stopped or prohibited in the schools 

and colleges. Alongside, there were reports of attacks on the Hindu idols a nd restrictions 

on the religious festivals that surely hit at the religious feelings of the minority Hindus. 

The Hindus felt that their culture was at bay and they had been left completely at the 

mercy of the majority community and the only way through which the sanctity of their 

religion and culture could be saved was to flee their homes.117  

Seventhly: some thought that they were leaving for India because of the recent upheavals 

and would go back when things would come right. At the time of departure they could not 

imagine that they were leaving for good. As Snehalata Biswas recalled, „My husband 

assured me that we would return after some time. I therefore, buried all the utensils in our 

courtyard. But we never went back. More than forty years have passed. My husband 

meanwhile died. I can however still see the home, we left behind.‟118  

Eighthly:  sometimes it was reported that when the heads of the villages fixed their minds 

to come to West Bengal then the subordinates under them lost their jobs and felt 

psychological insecurity and thus, followed the footsteps of their masters. Thousand of 

artisans and craftsmen entered West Bengal due to the migration of the upper class Hindus 

who had traditionally been their employers.  „Landlords and other rich men had gone. 

How can a poor man like me be there alone?‟119 

 Ninthly: many felt psychological bond with India and they had a keen interest to be with 

India. They also wished that if Partition would take place they should fall in the share of 

West Bengal or Hindustan. As, one statement bears that testimony- ‘Hei ma kali. Kalitalar 

kali. Jora patha debane. Amra jeno Hindustane pari’.120 (Oh mother kali (Hindu goddess). 

Kali of kalitala. A pair of he-goats will be sacrificed. May we fall in the share of 

Hindustan.) After the publication of Partition Plan on 17th August 1947 they could 

discover that there place fell in the share of East Pakistan. However, they could not leave 

immediately and were, as seemed, dwindling in between vacillations and expectations. But 

when those people faced any discriminatory behavior on the part of their Muslim 

neighbors they mentally found logic to proceed towards West Bengal. As Chatterji noted 

„subtler forms of discrimination, or sometimes just a general malaise about the new 

dispensation, were often enough to persuade some Hindus to pack up and leave‟.121 Many 
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had also simply concluded that they had no future in a „Muslim Country‟ thus they 

expected better prospects to be in India.122  

Tenthly: it would be wrong to suggest that in those tough days no Muslims stood by their 

panic stricken Hindu neighbours. There were instances to cite that many conscientious 

hearts had saved the Hindus from the attack of the fundamentalists by giving shelter at 

their homes or by other means.123 Many Muslims have helped the departing Hindus for 

crossing over the border safely by guiding them all along their journey.  But, in general, 

the Hindus lost confidence about their Muslim neighbors and some sort of distrust took 

place between them.  

Eleventh: above all it would be worth mentioning that non-cooperation of the Government 

of East Pakistan and lack of unity among the Hindus in the both sides of Bengal even in 

those worst days, increased the sufferings of the Hindus badly. H. S. Suhrawardy told in 

the Pakistan Constituent Assembly, „Hindus are leaving East Bengal because they are not 

safe here‟.124 Being deprived of co-operation of the Government the leaderless and 

disunited Hindus fled East Pakistan helter shelter and thus doubled their sufferings. In fact, 

influx of the refugees from East to West tended to increase whenever the relation between 

India and Pakistan turned hostile. It was „like the tides that rise and fall with the changing 

phases of the moon, the relation between the march of events in another land and the flow 

of migration from East Pakistan is more than mere coincidence‟.125 

Besides, socio-political and religious instability, economic depression, abject poverty, 

dearth of employment opportunities, forced grubbing of land and property from the 

minority groups, over population, and poor maintenance of law and order and the birth 

pangs of Bangladesh all  these paved the way for the cleansing of the Hindus and other 

minorities from the atlas of East Pakistan till 1971.126 

However, the Government of East Pakistan had a different story to say. Its argument was 

that the Hindus were leaving East Bengal not because of any oppression rather in the hope 

of economic development and having relief.127 Even the leader of East Bengal Legislative 

Assembly Shamsuddin Ahmed made an objection that the minorities were leaving because 

of the provocation of the Hindu Mahasabha.128  

And from the period of 1971 to 2000 following reasons may be taken into consideration 

for the migration of the minorities into West Bengal: 
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Firstly: the independence of Bangladesh showed a new ray of hope to the minorities of 

Bangladesh. Riding on Bengali Nationalism the Bengalis had fought and earned the 

independence of Bangladesh. The secular ideology of that nationalism cemented the 

relationship between the religious communities. However, the trend did not last long. The 

high spirit of secularism that was expressed during the liberation war of Bangladesh 

became a thing of the past. The Hindus are termed as ‘Malaun’ (cursed). The Muslims 

rejected „dhoti‟ branding it as the dress of Hindus. The Hindus have also stopped wearing 

dhoti for fear of being identified and humiliated. Fishing in the ponds of the minority 

community, cutting of bamboo, taking away of fruits, trees and harvest by the majority 

community had become common incidents in the everyday life in a village.  

Secondly: Though Bangabandhu Seikh Muzibar Rahaman gifted a constitution to 

Bangladesh on the basis of democracy, secularism, socialism and Bengali Nationalism yet 

during the time of Ziaur Rahaman, Bangladesh had driven off the secular ideas from the 

constitution and reframed it. In the place of secularism „full confidence and belief upon 

Allah‟ and in the place of „Bengali Nationalism‟ ‘Bangladeshi Jatiyatabad’ were placed. 

Furthermore, ‘Bismillahir Rahamanir Rahim’ was added in the outset of the 

constitution.129 Later on Ershad, on 22nd December 1982 declared that „the principles of 

Islam and the Quran will now constitute the foundation of the Constitution of 

Bangladesh‟. Through an amendment of the Constitution in 1988 he introduced Islam as 

the national religion of Bangladesh. However, the rationalists of Bangladesh, whose 

number is few and far between, brought the matter to the Supreme Court. The Court 

declared that amendment as illegal.130 In spite of it, that Constitution continued for long. 

And during the time of Khaleda Zia who came to power in 1991 the condition of the 

Hindus took worst shape and the fresh influx of the Hindus into West Bengal commenced 

again. Thus, the process of the „all-round Islamization‟ of Bangladesh seemed to have 

downed the minorities to „second class‟ citizens of that country that obviously created an 

adverse impact upon them. „Educational curricula, which were framed according to 

Islamic preaching and curtailment of facilities enjoyed by Hindu minority group, were 

responsible factors for illegal migration of Hindu minority population…Double standards 

are observed in punishing criminals. Police officials do not record complaints from 

minority community.‟131  
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Thirdly: the demolition of Babri Mosque and thereby the communal disturbances in India 

in 1992 had a far reaching consequence on Bangladesh. From 6th December 1992 to 10th 

December 1992 the minority Hindus were attacked in total 45 different p laces in 

Bangladesh who fled these places for India or for other safer places in Bangladesh for 

safety of their lives and dignity.132 

Fourthly: Some of the local Muslims tried to evict the minorities to grab their land through 

threatening and other illegal means.133 There are plenty of cases of forceful occupation of 

land. Salam Azad, who had published a sensational book in Bengali have acknowledged 

the above factors for the emigration of the minorities into West Bengal. He also furnished 

many instances of atrocities committed to the minorities in different times and in different 

places of Bangladesh.134 In addition to the fact mentioned above, the other major reason 

for the influx of minorities into West Bengal was the „Enemy Property Act‟ (1965). It was 

indeed an evolution of various previous Acts which helped a lot to grab the property of the 

minority Hindus. After the formation of the Bangladesh in 1971 the Enemy Property Act 

of Pakistan was termed as „Vested Property Act‟. Due to that Act, as the researc hers 

expressed, 10, 48,390 Hindu families of Bangladesh lost above 20 lacs acres of land in 

reality. Abul Barkat, Professor of Economics of the Dhaka University had undertaken a 

formative work on this issue. He had tried his best to exhibit that how the „Vested Property 

Act‟ (VPA) is still utilized to grab the landed property of Hindus. His statements go thus:  

The tales of prominent persons who have been affected by the VPA are well known. For example, Mr 

Dhirendra Nath Dutta, the veteran politician from Co milla, freedom fighter against the British Raj, and a 

member of the then Pakistan Constituent Assembly, raised the first voice to protest in the Parliament against 

imposition of Urdu as the only state Language of Pakistan and demanded „Bangla‟ be recognize d as a state 

language. After dedicating his whole life to the people and fighting to his last breath for the cause of the 

country, Shaheed Dhirendra Nath Dutta was brutally tortured and killed along with his son Dilip Dutta by 

Pakistani armies in 1971 in Comilla Cantonment. The tiny, token village property left to his family after he 

had donated the rest of his landed property for welfare and educational purpose in his village Ramrail in  

Brahmanbaria District was grabbed by a group of people under the pretext of „vested property‟. In response 

to the case filed by his family members in the Sub-judge Court of Brahmanbaria, the Court demanded that 

the family produce Shaheed Dhirendra Nath Dutta‟s death certificate, an impossibility in the case of a 

liberat ion war martyr. Other eminent personalities such as Masterda Surjya Sen, who dedicated his life to the 

freedom struggle against the British Raj, Mr Amal Sen, a veteran leader of peasant movement in British 

India who because of his involvement in the political s truggle for freedom and democracy spent about 

twenty years in Pakistani Prison and Mr. Barun Majumder, the renowned classical art ist who devoted his life 
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to developing the music and culture of his country, had their properties listed as enemy properties by  the 

Pakistani administration.
135 

Professor Barkat, in his later work, mentioned that during 1971-1991 about 6.3 million 

Hindu populations have vanished from Bangladesh. His estimation goes as under.  

According to the 2001 Bangladesh Population Census the total size of the Hindu population in Bangladesh 

was 11.4 million. Assuming the 1961 population share of the Hindu population (18.4%), the absolute size of 

the Hindu population in 2001 would have been 22.8 million instead of 11.4 millions as reported in the 

Census, i.e., the actual current (2001) size is half (50%) of the expected size. Mass out – migration of the 

Hindu population (mostly to India) during mid 1960‟s and onward is a reality beyond doubt. Among the 

various factors responsible for such out migrations of the Hindu population, the effects of the Enemy/ Vested 

Property Act were important ones. The exact effect of all these factors (e.g., communal riots, Indo -Pak war 

of 1965, Enemy and Vested Property Acts) is difficult to quantify due to lack of re levant reliable 

informat ion. Thus, an attempt has been made to estimate the missing Hindu population during 1964 – 1971, 

1971 – 1981, 1981 – 1991 and 1991 – 2001 using appropriate assumptions. 

According to the informat ion in the Population Census, the average annual growth rates of the Muslim 

population was 3.13% for 1961 – 1974, 3.08 percent for 1974 – 1981, 2.20 percent for 1981 – 1991, and 1.7 

percent for 1991 – 2001 periods. Assuming a 13 percent lower fertility rates for the Hindus compared to the 

Muslims, the average annual growth rate of the Hindu population in “no – out – migration” situation would 

have been 2.72 percent during 1964 – 1971, 2.68 percent during 1971 – 1981, 1.92 percent during 1981 – 91 

and 1.48 percent during 1991 – 2001.  

By extrapolating the above rates, the Hindu population in 1971 would have been 11.4 million instead of 9.6 

million as reported in the official documents. The Hindu population would have been 14.3 in 1981 instead of 

10.6 million, 16.5 million in 1991 instead of 11.2 million and 19.5 million in 2001 instead of 11.4 million. 

Therefore, there were some 1.8 million missing Hindu population during 1964 -1971, 1.9 million missing 

Hindu population during 1971-81, 1.6 million missing Hindu population during 1981-91 and 2.8 million 

missing Hindu population during 1991-2001. Thus, the estimated total missing Hindu population was 8.1 

million during 1964-2001, i.e. 218, 919 Hindus missing each year. In other words, if out – migration of the 

Hindu population is caused main ly by communal disharmony resulting from the Enemy/ Vested Property 

Acts, the approximate size of the missing Hindu population would be 600 persons per day during 1964 –  

2001. The approximate size of the missing Hindu population was as high as 705 persons per day du ring 1964 

– 1971 as against 521 persons per day during 1971 – 1981, decreasing to 438 persons per day during 1981 – 

1991 and rising to 767 persons during 1991 – 2001.
136

 

From the writings of Prof. Abul Barkat it is evident that the Hindus on a large scale came 

out of Bangladesh and took shelter in India and especially in West Bengal. There are some 

other reasons also, such as- geographical and cultural affinity, linguistic resemblance, 

compatibility of food habit, like mindedness and acceptance capacity of the people of 
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West Bengal; all these factors encouraged the minorities of Bangladesh a lot to try their 

lucks in West Bengal.  

But as mentioned earlier after 1971 like the Hindus the Muslims are also crossing over to 

West Bengal and it is corroborated from an article published in the Newspaper Ganashakti 

on 11th October 1992. Regarding the Muslim infiltration problem Jyoti Basu, the then 

Chief Minister of West Bengal, mentioned that: 

…From 1979 the Muslims are also coming to India. Between1977 to 1992, the B.S.F. has identified and 

pushed back 2, 35,529 Bangladeshi in filtrators, amongst them…1, 64,132 were Muslims. At the same t ime 

between 1977 to 1992 mobile task force has pushed back 2, 16,985 Bangladeshi infilt rators. Amongst 

them… 1, 69,795 were Muslims.
137 

Not only the minorities and Muslims of Bangladesh crossed over to West Bengal, a large 

number of migrants from the neighboring Nepal, Bhutan and Tibet also took shelter in 

West Bengal. The process of migration of the Nepalese in West Bengal started dur ing the 

British Period and there were many important reasons behind this slow but steady 

migration –few of those were the supremacy of the Gorkha ruler over the Kirat region, 

treatment of Kirats as „Sudras’ in the Nepali-Hindu society, the frequent enslavement of 

the lower caste people and the tribes, Brahmanical tyranny and harsh punishments.138 

The British Government took over the Darjeeling Hills an area of 138 square miles in 

1835 and by then there was no Nepali population. Hence, the area was considered as a 

Lepcha Country.139 Darjeeling became the main centre of attraction to the Nepalese people 

because of liberal social system, similar climatic condition and above all the job 

opportunities. In the early 1857 there was a recruiting centre in Darjeeling and in 1863 

Nepalese took the lion‟s share in the sappers and miners situated in Darjeeling. After the 

Great Mutiny in 1857 the Nepalese entered into Darjeeling to enlist themselves in the 

British–Indian Army and Police on a large scale. Along with the Nepalese, some people 

from Tibet and Bhutan had also taken shelter in West Bengal. But their numerical strength 

was few and far between. 

The displaced persons who entered West Bengal from East Pakistan till 1971 have been 

recognized by the Government of India and were included into the body politic of India. 

However, the relief and rehabilitation programme undertaken by the Indian Government 

for those displaced persons was considered as insufficient and unplanned. Thus, they 
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formed refugee organizations to start agitations for sufficient relief and scientific 

rehabilitation what they considered as their legitimate right. Some of them also captured 

the Government as well as private land forcefully and established various colonies that 

came to be known as „squatters‟ colonies‟. And the leaders of the Left Parties, in many 

cases, gave lead to those land grabbing movements. Some of the displaced persons were 

also sent to various places outside of West Bengal such as Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 

Nainital in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Tripura and Dandakaranya or such other places for their 

rehabilitation as it was considered that there was no sufficient vacant land in West Bengal 

to rehabilitate those displaced persons. However, some of the displaced persons came back 

from Dandakaranya to West Bengal and scattered in various places especially in 

Marichjhapi. They were later on evicted and sent back to Dandakaranya. They fought 

tooth and nail to rebuild their lives anew.  

As the flow of the migrants still continues thus, for the people of two Bengals, Partition 

did not end in 1947 rather it becomes afresh each day when news is published regarding 

their arrests or facing of bullets while crossing the international boundary between the two 

Bengals. And, the refugees and migrants who entered West Bengal after the Partition in 

1947 had greatly influenced the society, economy and polity of this state. All these issues 

have been discussed in details in the following chapters of this proposed thesis.  
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